CEJI – A JEWISH CONTRIBUTION TO AN INCLUSIVE EUROPE:

- PROVIDES EDUCATORS WITH DIVERSITY TRAINING PRODUCTS AND SERVICES IN ORDER TO CREATE ENVIRONMENTS IN WHICH PEOPLE ENJOY THEIR FULL POTENTIAL WITH ALL THEIR DIVERSITY.

- ADVOCATES FOR AN INCLUSIVE ENVIRONMENT THAT VALUES DIVERSITY AND WORKS TO OVERCOME ANTISEMITISM, RACISM, AND ALL FORMS OF DISCRIMINATION.

- ENGAGES JEWISH COMMUNITIES TO CREATE AN INCLUSIVE WORLD THAT NURTURES PEOPLE TOWARD THEIR FULL POTENTIAL WITH ALL THEIR DIVERSITY.

- CATALYSES DIALOGUE AMONGST, BETWEEN AND WITHIN CULTURES, RELIGIONS AND BELIEFS AS DEMONSTRATED IN CEJI’S “WAY OF BEING”.

CONTACT US

Rue Amédée Lynen, 8
1210 Brussels – Belgium
Tel.: +32 (0)2 344 34 44
Fax: +32 (0)2 344 67 35
info@ceji.org
www.ceji.org

@cejioffice
www.facebook.com/ceji.org
www.youtube.com/cejioffice

OUR VISION IS AN INCLUSIVE AND DEMOCRATIC EUROPE IN WHICH PEOPLE ENJOY THEIR FULL POTENTIAL WITH ALL THEIR DIVERSITY
CEJI INSPIRES, ENGAGES, TRAINS AND SUPPORTS CHANGE AGENTS IN EUROPE TO CREATE INCLUSIVE ENVIRONMENTS IN WHICH PEOPLE CAN ENJOY THEIR FULL POTENTIAL WITH ALL THEIR DIVERSITY

Established in 1991, CEJI is a Brussels-based NGO working in the field of diversity education and anti-discrimination advocacy. Our goal is to ensure that the fundamental rights of all peoples are respected.

Our work affirms the uniqueness of each person’s identity, supporting the UN Declaration on Human Rights to protect individuals so that they can reach their full potential. With a diverse staff and a wide range of partners working across a variety of discrimination and social issues, CEJI brings a Jewish interface for intercultural relations and solidarity actions.

THOSE WHO CAN ACCEPT THEIR DIVERSITY FULLY WILL HAND ON THE TORCH BETWEEN COMMUNITIES AND CULTURES, WILL BE A KIND OF MORTAR JOINING TOGETHER AND STRENGTHENING THE SOCIETIES IN WHICH THEY LIVE.”

Amin Malouf
On Identity

SOME PEOPLE CHANGE BECAUSE THEY SEE THE LIGHT, OTHERS BECAUSE THEY FEEL THE HEAT”

R. Stuart-Kotze
Management author and Founder of Behavioural Science Systems

We need both light and heat to create the world we aim to see. The hand-in-hand approach of education and advocacy as a key strategy in CEJI’s mission should not be underestimated. Education tends to illuminate minds and inspire action. Advocacy supports legislation and policies.

EDUCATION

Training is a key for social transformation, shaping attitudes and building capacities to enable individuals to create inclusive environments in all their spheres of influence. CEJI develops innovative training programmes (that are easily transferrable across borders) and trains educators across a variety of sectors, harnessing the multiplier effect and planting the seeds of transformation across the European Union. More than 8,000 multipliers have been trained over the last 15 years with CEJI’s programmes, impacting an untold number of youth and adults in formal and non-formal education contexts. Schools, NGOs, public authorities and community groups are among those touched by one or more of the following CEJI programmes.

- Belieforama: A Panoramic Approach to Issues of Religion and Belief, including:
  - Religious Diversity and Anti-Discrimination
  - Overcoming Antisemitism
  - Overcoming Islamophobia
  - Reconciling Religion, Gender and Sexual Orientation
  - Confronting Discrimination, Facilitating Action
  - A CLASSROOM OF DIFFERENCE™
  - A WORLD OF DIFFERENCE © Peer Training
  - Facing Facts! Hate Crime Monitoring for NGOs

ADVOCACY

With rising intergroup tension and violence, policy-makers must speak out against all forms of bigotry while strengthening anti-discrimination and hate crime legislation. We call upon public authorities to invest in education and training to foster social cohesion.


Joseph Stiglitz
The Price of Inequality

In order to reach our full potential, as individuals, collectives, nations and as a European Union, we must work together to eliminate the legacy of discrimination. CEJI is proud of its membership in the original Starting Line group which helped shaped Article 13 of the Amsterdam Treaty, guaranteeing the right to non-discrimination. Collaboration in coalitions is essential at CEJI to achieve broad-based political change, such as our continued support of the Interparliamentary Coalition to Combat Antisemitism.
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Daniel Kropf, Secretary General *
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Karen Weisblatt *
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Baron Julien Klener
Frederick Mocatta
Rabbi David Rosen
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* Member of Executive Board

FUNDERS WHO HAVE SUPPORTED CEJI

- Anna Lindh Euro-Mediterranean Foundation for the Dialogue between Cultures
- Association Verbe et Lumière-Vigilance
- Bernheim Foundation
- Charles Leopold Mayer Foundation
- Compagnia di San Paolo
- Dutch Jewish Humanitarian Fund
- The Edmond de Rothschild Foundations
- European Cultural Foundation
- European Youth Foundation
- Evens Foundation
- Fonds Maribel - Belgium
- Baron Alain Philippson
- Ford Foundation
- Daniel Kropf
- King Baudouin Foundation
- Levi Strauss Foundation
- Open Society Foundations
- Pears Foundation
- The Rothschild Foundation Europe

INCOME 2012

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Private Donations</th>
<th>Training fees</th>
<th>Other</th>
<th>EU Sources</th>
<th>Foundations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>43%</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- 7% of Private Donations
- 10% of Other

- 25% of EU Sources
- 15% of Foundations

* Member of Executive Board

2010 BMW Group Award for Intercultural Commitment
2008 Golden Award for Best Project on Adult Education
2010 BMW Group Award for Intercultural Commitment

Supporting Education for Life, Learning for Life

- 50,000 Multipliers trained to date

- 8,000 Multipliers trained in the last 15 years

- 2010 EU Golden Award

- 2010 BMW Group Award

- 1st Prize of the Lifelong Learning Programme

- 1st Prize of the Quality in Adult Education Programme

- 1st Prize of the European Youth Foundation

- 2010 BMW Group Award for Intercultural Commitment

- 2010 European Youth Foundation

- 2010 European Cultural Foundation

- 2010 UK Institute of Learning

- 2010 UK Institute of Learning